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Details of Visit:

Author: David Pussyhunter
Location 2: Off Constitution Hill
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 2 Jul 2008 2.00pm
Duration of Visit: 30mins.
Amount Paid: 90
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Blue Ice
Phone: 07818265018

The Premises:

Well reported-on previously: good free car-parking, with a lift up to the parlour-floor. I've been going
here, off and on, since it opened (about 11/12 years ago?), and the decor has improved enormously
since then. In addition, punters now get to use the lift without the assistance of the maid (some of
whom, I remember, did NOT like going up and down all day in it, with punters!).

The Lady:

One is 19yo, and the other is 21. Both are white, with local West Midlands accents, and both have
long blonde hair, are petite, but with good legs and nice little titties. Both pubes were neatly trimmed
(which I like) and both had attractive, if elfin, faces.

Better still, both of them are friends and are, together, brand new to the trade, having only ever
worked one shift previously - at Blue Ice, last weekend. 

The Story:

I saw that there is a new 'phone-number for this place (07828-917903; and I'm not sure whether the
old one printed above still works), so thought that I'ld give it another go, i.e., for the first time since
last October (FR 77619) when things were not quite as they should have been (or as described),
IMHO. I discovered that the price of a basic 2-girl is now ?80, an attractive discount on the 2 x 1-girl
price, so visited on Monday, two days ago. Unfortunately, although having booked at a precise time,
the two WGs in question were away on an out-call and had got stuck in traffic. This was entirely
credible, since I myself had experienced roadworks-delays on my way into Brum. However, it was a
wasted and frustrating journey.

Well, we made amends today: these girls, though inexperienced, gave me a really good time while
doing all the usual 2G-on-me things. Chanelle doesn't yet do OWO, but Charlie does - hence the
extra ?10 -and, hey, we managed very well. There was DFK from both, lots of fingering, and I had
Chanelle in reverse cowgirl and Charlie in mish, wherein she brought me off. Afterwards, a nice
relaxing massage while I got my breath back.

One further observation: She-Who-Must-Be-Obeyed (Sam) seemed much more relaxed, friendly
and chatty than before; and, to add to it, seems to have had a nice new attractive hair-do. I do hope
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that she takes this in the positive spirit in which it's meant, because I intend to return, and often, if
they can keep up to this standard.
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